Bioinformatics applications represent an increasingly important workload to improve the programs of sequence analysis. It can be used to assign function to genes and proteins by the study of the similarities between the compared sequences. This paper introduces a modified implementation of bioinformatics algorithm for sequence alignment .The implemented algorithm is called Fast Longest Common Subsequence (FLCS). It is filling the three main diagonals without filling the entire matrix by the unused data. It gets the optimal solution but the execution time is decreased and the performance is high. To illustrate the effectiveness of optimizing the performance of the proposed FLCS algorithm and demonstrate its superiority, it is compared with Needleman-Wunsch, Smith-Waterman and Longest Common Subsequence algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
In bioinformatics, a sequence alignment is a way of arranging the primary sequences of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) such as Expressed Sequence Tags, Ribonucleic acid (RNA), or protein to identify regions of similarity. This similarity may be a consequence of functional, structural, or evolutionary relationships between the sequences .This field includes components of mathematics, biology, chemistry, and computer science. In bioinformatics we need some program languages such as Java, C, C++, My SQL, MATLAB and Microsoft Excel [1] . The actual process and activities within bioinformatics include the development and implementation of tools that enable efficient access to manage various types of information or the development of new algorithms (Mathematical formulas) [2] . Different alignment programs use two sequences as two strings with different length and characters arrangement. The characters are (A (adenine), C (cytosine), T (thymine), and G (guanine)) nucleotides [3] . The alignment algorithms (heuristic and dynamic) use two different types of sequence alignment, Local and Global. Local alignment is a portion or subsequence matching which is followed in Smith-Waterman dynamic algorithm, BLAST and FASTA heuristic algorithms [4] .
-S1 = GCCCTAGCG
GCG -S2 = GCGCCAATG
Global alignment is an end to end matching of two sequences which is followed in Needleman-Wunsch [4] and longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithms.
These two types of alignment are used to make a comparison between genetic sequences like Expressed Sequence Tags (EST's). EST's are small pieces of DNA sequence (usually 200 to 500 nucleotides long) that are generated by sequencing either one or both ends of an expressed gene. They are short DNA molecules reverse-transcribed from a cellular mRNA population [5] , [7] .
The organization of the remaining content is as follows: Section II presents an overview about bioinformatics algorithms. Section III presents the proposed algorithm (FLCS). In section IV presents the experimental work. In section V, the conclusion is illustrated. Finally,the acknowledgments is illustrated.
RELATED WORK
There are two types of algorithms such as: (a)-the heuristic algorithms such as BLAST and FASTA which it's advantage is ignoring the unused data from computation this speed the performance, and it's disadvantage is not found the optimal solution [3] [8] .
(b)-dynamic algorithms such as (Needleman-Wunsch ,SmithWaterman and longest common subsequences ) which it's advantage is finding the optimal alignment solution between the sequences, and it's advantages is taking more time to make the alignment this decrease the performance [3] , [8] , [10] 2.1 Comparison between heuristic and dynamic algorithms:
We use two real sequences such as (human insulin) with different length in the comparison between BLAST and FASTA we found that [6] , [9] :
From the running of FASTA program we found:
The approximately average of similarity is = (95+78.6) % / 2= 86.8% From the results of the two heuristic programs we found:
The expectation value of BLAST less than the expectation value of FASTA and the identities of BLAST greater than the identities of BLAST SO BLAST is more sensitive than FASTA because BLAST evaluates the result statistically and BLAST is faster than FASTA because BLAST evaluates the entire dynamic programs with the same threshold based on statistics and reduces the running time.FASTA is less sensitive than dynamic programming and BLAST because FASTA uses partial information to speed up the computation and FASTA doesn't evaluate the result statistically. The running time of FASTA is faster than dynamic programming because it doesn't evaluate the result statistically and uses partial information. The second type of programming, dynamic programming is the most sensitive result because the dynamic programming uses all information of two sequences, so the running time of the dynamic programming is slow because it computes the useless area for computing the optimal alignment [2] , [8] . Comparison between the score of alignment (performance) for three dynamic algorithms:
Needleman-Wunsch algorithm:
The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm which finds the optimal global alignment between two biological sequences. This algorithm makes the two sequences and create two dimensional array with the length of (M*N) science M is the length of the first sequence and N is the length of the second sequence [10], [11] .We can evaluate each cell by the main function with the computing formula H (i, j) is: H (i, j)=MAX{ H(i-1,j-1)+ sub(S1(i),S2(j));
The alignment between two Sequences: sequence1="GCCCTAGCG" and sequence2 ="GCCCTAGCG" was made as in table 2:
Initialization: Gap=-2, Match=+1, Mismatch= -1. 
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The optimal global alignment that you get from running the Needleman-wunsch code is:
The score of Needleman-wunsch algorithm = (match's number*match's value)+(mismatch's number*mismatch's value)+(gap's number*gap's value)+()+() (5*1) + (3*-1) + (1*-2) = 0.
Smith-waterman algorithm:
The Smith-Waterman algorithm compares segments of all possible lengths and optimizes the similarity measure. It has the desirable to find the optimal local alignment with respect to the scoring system. The main difference between SmithWaterman and Needleman is adding the possibility of zero value to the main function of Needleman algorithm 
Initialization:
Gap=0, Match=+1, Mismatch=-1, The optimal local alignment that you get from running the smith-waterman code is:
The score of smith alignment = (3*1) + (0*-1) + (0*0) =3
longest common subsequence problems:
The longest common subsequence (LCS) problem is the third application of dynamic programming and used to find the longest common subsequence to all sequences in a set of sequences 
Termination:
We also add arrows that point pack to which of those three cells .I used to get the value for the current cell. We'll use these arrows later in "tracing back".
Tracing back to find an actual LCS:
In the tracing back step we use the cell pointers that we draw. When you have a pointer to the above-left cell, and the value in the current cell is 1 more than the value of the above-left cell, this means that the characters to the left and above are equal (match) else the characters not equal (mismatch) or gaps as shown: Figure 1 : Shows the best matches in LCS matrix with trace back and matches [13] .
From the trace back:
We find the score of LCS alignment = 5.
Performance:
Space: O (M*N)(we need a matrix to store all the trace back pointers ).
Time: O (M*N)( we need to fill all the cells in the matrix) Time of backing trace (M+N).

PROPOSED ALGORITHM:
FAST longest common subsequence:
We use the same two Sequences in the new algorithm sequence1="GCCCTAGCG" and sequence 2 ="GCCCTAGCG". Create a matrix of size M*N (M is the length of first sequence; N is the length of second sequence). The main steps of FAST longest common subsequences algorithm is as follow:- The maximum value =left. Then, follow this method to complete the three diagonal values, the matrix will be as 
From the last matrix we found that FLCS algorithm find the same optimal solution as the longest common subsequence algorithm but it ignored most unused data of the matrix so the FLCS algorithm reduce the execution time for the alignment and also increase the performance used for this alignments. Smith-Waterman algorithm, and Longest Common Subsequences algorithm is = .4060487 millisecond, and finally = .2605421 millisecond by FAST Longest Common Subsequence (FLCS) algorithm.. From these values we found that our algorithms FLCS achieve the least execution time this come from ignoring the unused data of the matrix and evaluate the only three main diagonal. Figure 2 : The GUI of four dynamic algorithms and the Output alignment for the sequences S1=GCGCAATG and S2= GCCCTAGCG by using the new algorithm FLCS. The score of alignment is 5and the optimal solution is the same of LCS. 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK:
FLCS Case Study:
Then we apply four dynamic algorithms on the two type of human insulin such as: and EST'S sequence1 with accession number : C07137.1 and EST'S sequence2 with accession number : C07145.1 with length 231, then we found the total execution time for the alignment by using NeedlemanWunsch algorithm is 4.4839166 millisecond, and = 4.3071470 millisecond by the Smith-Waterman algorithm , and Longest Common Subsequences algorithm is = 3.0585219 millisecond, and finally = 2.2647422 millisecond by FAST Longest Common Subsequence (FLCS) algorithm.. From these values we found that our algorithms FLCS achieve the least execution time this come from ignoring the unused data of the matrix and evaluate the only three main diagonal. 
CONCLUCION
In this paper, a modification to the implementation of Longest Common Subsequence algorithm called Fast Longest Common Subsequences (FLCS) is made. This modification depends on ignoring the unused data of the Longest Common Subsequences matrix and evaluates the only three main diagonals of the FLCS matrix. The main idea of the implementation is reducing the execution time, increasing the performance and decreasing the memory location used to make the sequence comparisons. This algorithm is based on taking the advantage of dynamic algorithms that is getting the optimal solution for the sequences alignment. It also takes the advantage of the heuristic algorithm that it is decreasing the execution time for the sequence comparison. In this implementation we use java language and the Net-beans 6.8 IDE with the JDK 1.6 to test the algorithms under the Windows Operating system with RAM 2GB.
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